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afraid Filled with regret or concern; used often to soften an unpleasant statement.
Afraid to ask questions.

aghast Struck with fear, dread, or consternation.
She winced aghast at his cruelty.

anxious Causing or fraught with or showing anxiety.
Cast anxious glances behind her.

apprehensive In fear or dread of possible evil or harm.
He felt apprehensive about going home.

caitiff Despicably mean and cowardly.
A caitiff knight.

confused Mentally confused unable to think with clarity or act intelligently.
The flood of questions left her bewildered and confused.

coward
English dramatist and actor and composer noted for his witty and
sophisticated comedies (1899-1973.
They had run away the cowards.

cowardice The trait of lacking courage.
My cowardice got the better of me and I crept out of the room.

cowardly (of an action) carried out against a person who is unable to retaliate.
A cowardly attack on a helpless victim.

craven A cowardly person.
A craven abdication of his moral duty.

dismayed Struck with fear, dread, or consternation.
fainthearted Lacking conviction or boldness or courage.

fear
Regard with feelings of respect and reverence; consider hallowed or exalted
or be in awe of.
The love and fear of God.
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fearful Experiencing or showing fear.
Fearful slum conditions.

fearfulness The trait of being afraid.

formidable Inspiring fear.
Had a formidable array of compositions to his credit.

fright Frighten.
I jumped up in fright.

frightened Made afraid.
I m not frightened of him.

frightening The act of inspiring with fear.
A frightening experience.

horrified Filled with horror; extremely shocked.
The horrified spectators.

insecurity Uncertainty or anxiety about oneself; lack of confidence.
The insecurity of wireless networks.

scared Made afraid.
We re both scared of spiders.

shocked Struck with fear, dread, or consternation.

skittish (of an animal, especially a horse) nervous or excitable; easily scared.
My skittish and immature mother.

terrified Thrown into a state of intense fear or desperation.
The terrified horse bolted.

terrifying Causing extreme terror.
A terrifying wail.

timorous Timid by nature or revealing timidity.
In a timorous tone.

uneasy Socially uncomfortable; unsure and constrained in manner.
An uneasy coalition government.

worried Mentally upset over possible misfortune or danger etc.
A worried frown.

worry (of a dog) chase and attack (livestock, especially sheep.
His worry over the prospect of being fired.
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